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be obvious, and its only excuse is the bad example set by human 
anatomists in this respect. Not only are the cavities of the thorax 
thus unnaturally united, but the abdominal cavity, really one, nar- 
rowly escapes being divided in two, a condition which the authors, 
however, finally imply to be contrary to fact. 

The text is illustrated by one hundred and seventy-three original 
figures, many of which, particularly the drawings of muscles, are 
models of clearness and accuracy. Some, however, especially those 
on the brain, lack firmness, and a few, such as Fig. 42, are so shaded 
that more or less of the lettering can be discovered only by elimination. 

The descriptive portion of the work is followed by some forty 
pages of practical directions which give all that is needed for so 
simple a subject as the dissection of the cat, and the volume is 
concluded by an index of nearly three thousand entries. 

Although the book is in a well-worked field, it certainly occupies 
a unique position, for none of its predecessors can be described 
as accurate, complete, and compact. These qualities will without 
doubt place it first among English guides to the anatomy of the cat. 

P. 

Two Recent Papers on the Lampreys. - In the Fourtzh Annual 
Report of the Commissioniers of Fisheries, Ga;;e, and Forests, of New 
York, Professor H. A. Surf-ace of Pennsylvania State College has a 
very interesting study of the lampreys of New York from the eco- 
nomic standpoint. He shows that the lampreys rank first in the 
rivers of New York as enemies of other fishes, yet not one word had 
hitherto been written as to any method of reducing their numbers. 

Professor Surface gives a detailed account of the four lampreys 
found in New York, their habits, their enemies, and the species of 
fish on which they attach themselves, rasping off the flesh until 
the fish dies. The spawning habits are treated with especial care, 
and the fact that all die after once spawning is apparently well 
established. 

Experiments with weirs of wire and with hand nets show what 
large numbers of lampreys could be destroyed in the spawning season 
with little expense. In the interest of other fishes, this should be 
done in streams and lakes which lampreys infest. 

Professor Surface's paper is illustrated by numerous photographs 
of scenery, and of the spawning lampreys, as also of the catfishes 
and other fishes destroyed by them. As a practical study in economic 
zoology, this work is to'be highly commended. 
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In the Journz7 of th/e CG7ollge of Science, in the Imperial University 
of Tokyo, Dr. S. Hatta of the College of Peers has an important 
memoir on the development of "Pronephros and Segmental Duct 
in the Lamprey." It is a worthy member of the series of admirable 
papers setting forth the original investigations of the students and 
associates of Professors Mitsukuri, Watase, and Iijima -one of 
the most hopeful phases of the development of New Japan. 

D. S. J. 

Notes. The anatomy of the wings of the thrushes belonging to 
the genus Micropus has been very fully worked out by Buri (Jeia 
Zeitsdz;-i., Bd. XXXIII, pp. 36i-610). The account includes a full 
description of the brachial plexus and of the muscles of the wing, 
and is based on a broad comparative study of the subject. Unfor- 
tunately the general results are meagre and pertain chiefly to minor 
questions in the taxonomy of this group of birds. As an illustrated 
record of the comparative anatomy of the parts investigated, Buri's 
contribution is a praiseworthy effort. 

The number of ants in a hill has been variously estimated. Forel 
made an indirect calculation for a hill of medium size of Fo-rmica 

.pirtensis and arrived at the conclusion that it contained 114,000 
ants. The largest hills he thought might contain as many as 
500,000. In these conclusions he was supported by Lubbock. Young 
(As-rchives Zoo/. Exzpeorini. et Gein-rale, 3 Ser, Tome VII, pp. xxxiii- 
xxxv, i900), however, has made actual counts of all the inhabitants 
in several isolated hills of Fo;-mica ritfa. He has found the numbers 
to vary between 19,933 and 93,694 and not to be proportional to the 
size of the hill. He believes that the previous estimates have been 
exaggerated. 

The New York State Entomological Field Station, which held its 
first session at Saranac Inn last summer, will remove to Ithaca for 
the coming season. Professor James G. Needham of Lake Forest 
University will continue in charge of the work. The report of the 
first session, which is expected to issue shortly, will contain among 
other things extensive contributions to the knowledge of the life 
histories of aquatic insects, especially dragon flies, may flies, and 
caddis flies, and a few very interesting forms of Neuroptera and 
Diptera. 

Although the medullary substance of the brains of most verte- 
brates has been rather fully studied, this portion of the ungulate 
brain, for some unknown reason, has received very little attention. 
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